College, the Rose Bowl, and the Department of Buildings and Grounds at UCLA. U-3 has been under test on the football fields of all three cooperators. This grass has several excellent characteristics but at the present time the main objection seems to be the expense of getting it started on the fields. Being a sterile grass, no seed is available for propagation. Further tests will be made with U-3.

At the 1952 election, Frank Schacht of UCLA succeeded Frank Collier as president. William Ray Noel of El Camino College became the new Sec-Treas. Charles Wenger again is vice-president.

At the meetings subjects such as pest grasses, fertilizers, aerifying and various new types of equipment are being discussed and demonstrated. Much interest is shown. Growing attendance testifies to the success of the new organization.

### BOOK REVIEWS

**Golf In Action.** By Oscar Fraley, pictures by Charles Yerkow. Price, $2.95. Published by A. A. Wyn, Inc. 23 W. 47th st., New York 36. — Fraley, United Press sports writer, and a veteran in covering golf, writes terse and helpful comment on more than 770 continuous action pictures taken by Yerkow.

The subjects of the motion pictures are Jug McSpaden, Jimmy Thomson, Lawson Little, Bob Hamilton, Vic Ghezzi, Ray Gafford, Jack Burke, Claude Harmon, Craig Wood, Toney Penna, Johnny Spence, Buck White, Herman Keiser, Al Cuci and Horton Smith. The grip pictures are especially good, being taken from over each player's shoulders.

Fraley has the fellows illustrating strokes with different clubs and although there actually isn't much difference in the ways the stars individually swing with most of their clubs there are very interesting differences in the styles of the fellows. This is a picture book that will help many pros in their teaching as it gives an abundance of clear pictures that show details the golfers must learn.

**Swing the Clubhead.** By Ernest Jones, with David Eisenberg. Price $2.75. Published by Dodd, Mead and Co., N.Y. — This is the third of Jones' books on his "swinging the club" theory which has stood up so well over almost a quarter century that Jones is rated one of the world's top golf instructors.

Basically, the Jones idea is that the right swing comes from hand and finger control of the club and when that's correct the pivot and the arm work follow naturally. He's done great with this main idea in teaching national champions and some who, much to everyone's surprise,
have broken 85 despite their inherent clumsiness.

The long controversy about the Jones "swing the club" idea will sell many copies of the latest book by Ernest and the book explains clearly why Jones pupils get results from their lessons. His lesson calendar has been so crowded for years he does a pupil a great favor by taking him; and anyone in that position has something bound to interest every pro in the game.

RUTGERS ANNUAL TURF FIELD DAY
The Annual Turf Field Day at Rutgers University is scheduled for Tuesday, August 5, 1952. The tour will start at 1:30 P.M. from the Turf Plots at the College of Agriculture Campus, New Brunswick, New Jersey.

U.S. WOMEN'S OPEN, JUNE 26-29
The U.S. Open Championship for Women will be played June 26-29, at the Bala Golf Club in Philadelphia, Pa.
A purse of $7,500 has been guaranteed by the Philadelphia Inquirer Charities, Inc., sponsors of the tournament.

Red-E Tractor Co., Richfield, Wis., now making the Dump trailer and Dual Dump trailer widely used on golf courses and in park maintenance.

Trija Golf Club Corp., 2820 NW 7th ave., Miami, Fla., making a couple of putting practice cups for use indoors and selling a raft of them at a quarter a set.

Graham R. Treadway resigned as president and director of the Horton Bristol Sales Corp., effective April 30, 1952.

SMITH AND BURKE GET BONDS

Honorary Hospitality Bonds issued in conjunction with the 6th Annual NATIONAL JAYCEE JUNIOR golf tournament are presented to Horton Smith (left), PGA president and Jack Burke, Jr., 1952's leading money winner, by Don Neer, (center) U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce Sports Director. The Jaycees will stage their week long event at the Eugene (Ore.) CC, August 11-16.

LAWN MOWER STATIONARY BLADES

We make these blades in several styles to fit the different makes and types of Lawn Mowers—including the small Hand Trimmer—Hand and Tee Mowers—Putting Green Mowers—Power Mowers and the large Gang or Fairway Mowers. Best quality knife steel, electric furnace heat treated to insure long wear and fully guaranteed to give complete satisfaction. You save important money buying direct from manufacturer.

Price sheet on request or we will quote price for your blade order.

JONES MOWER & EQUIPMENT CO.
2418 Grasslyn Avenue, Havertown, Pa.

We pay the postage on all orders of $10.00 and over.